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MASQUE PLAY TO BE "-State Police Warn
PRESENTED 2 NIGHTS U. of Maine Speeders
DURING JUNIOR WEEK

WLBZ

Plays Lead with
Hoctor, Crowley, and
Wood Supporting

Sawyer

the play reaching the final stages
ctice, and the dates of the per-ces definitely decided upon, the
e Masque will offer Rose D. Fran- 1
three act comedy of domestic com•.,tions. "Another Language,"
in the.
Theatre on Tuesday and Thursday
April 30 and May 2 at 7:3(1
. The first performance has been
L:ed from Wednesday to Tuesday in
t, avoid a conflict with the program
.r Maine Day.

No. 2'

Who Will Be Queen of the Junior 'MANY
Prom? Campus to Award Trophy

Complaint..
I K,
\
by the State Police as to the excessive rate of speed of student cars
on the Bangor road. Further violatii.nis of the speed laws, it is understood. will lead to arrest and
fine. If, during this wet season,
it is found necessary to walk on
the cement, students are requested
to walk on the left-hand side facing
the traffic. This will avoid repetition of the fatal accident of two
years ago.

NOVEL SET PLANNED

ADES

Friday 7:45 p.m.

Published Weekly by the Students of the University of Maine

Dates Changed to Avoid
Conflict with Maine
Day Program

5.00

ea uo

Campus Broadcast

.s>

SECONDARY SCHOOL
ORATORS HERE SOON

The Maine Campus announces a popu- each vote must be on a regular coupon.
larity pill, which begins tonight, for the Immediately after the publication of ncs•
selection of a Queen of the Junior Prom week's Campus, additional copies of t:
On another page of this issue of the paper will be placed in the stores of all
Campus will be found a coupon which may local merchants who advertise in th3!
be clipped and filled out and brought to i•sue, and these merchants will give i7
the Campus office or placed in an envelope. of charge a Campus with every purch,,and dropped in the mailbox inside Alumni made in their stores.
Hall.
Coupons will be accepted up until e
The contest is open only to students of Wednesday noon preceding the Friday
the University, and all nominees for the the Prom.
honor must be junior class co-eds. StuThe Campus will present an appropri,c
dents are asked to write on the coupon their trophy to the Queen on the night of th,
choice of a Queen, basing their selection , Prom. The contest is being undertaken
on personality, charm, character, etc. The i with the cooperation of the Prom commitcoupons must also be signed by the voter. I tee, and votes will be counted by Robley
Coupons will be found in this week's 1 Morrison, prom chairman, Burton Muland next week's Campus. Any student len, Campus editor, and Philip Snow,
may vote as many time: as he wishes, but! Campus business manager.

PROJECTS READY
FOR STUDENT-FACULTY
WORKERS ON MAINE DAY

PROFESSOR SPRAGUE
DIRECTS SYMPHONY
AT ASSEMBLY FRIDAY

Campus Improvement
Is Pointed to
In Plans
FACULTY IN DRAMA
Afternoon Will Be Devoted
To Recreation and
Sport Events

Orchestra Completes
Its 39th Season
Here

Wednesday, May 1, will be an important date in the history of the University
The Bangor Symphony Orchestra will when a new tradition, Maine
Day. will be
play at the assembly on Friday, April 19, inaugurated on campus.
Maine Day will
at 9:30 2311. ill the Memorial Gymnasium. take the place of the sophomore-freshman
The program will be conducted by Adel- hostilities of the past few years.
hert Wells Sprague, head of the music deCarl Whitman is general chairman of
partment at the University of Maine.
the event. Working with him are four
The program is as follows:
student committees and members of the
cent
Fri nu the Symphony faculty. Maurice Goddard is chairman
The
otm.b( of pupils ai,i . No. 5, in C Muir if the c.aninittee in charge of the 11114 )rn i rig program. Elizabeth Philbrook, KenI. Allegro con brio
ondary schools ever to participate in the "The Blue Light" Is Booked at Company D Honored by Selection
The set, one having two interior scenes,
Local Theater for Showing
Massenet . Meditation from the Opera neth Kimball, Lincoln Fish, and John
To Initiate Noted Figure
annual
speaking
sponsored
contests
anbeen designed by Herschel Bricker,
Next Thursday
Sealey are the members of this committee.
Into Fraternity
"Thais"
__.____
:el the designs carried out by Wilbert nually by the University of Maine for
Rimsky-Korsakov .
"(la-antic Pacque
The committee in charge of the afterclass
A
Maine
secondary
schools,
will
"The Blue Light," a drama of the ItalProi.ovost and Robert Homestead. stage
Company "D," Second Regiment of
Russe" (Russian Easter) main program consists of James Sanborn,
teeHieians. It will be completed this arrive here Friday. April 26. Fifty-two ian Tyrol. will be given at the Strand Scabbard and Blade, received a singular
Overture
chairman; Audrey Bishop. Milton Macweek, which will give the cast opportunity schools from as far east as the Washing- Theatre in Orono on the afternoon and honor this
A musical picture of the observance
past week in being selected to
Bride, Burleigh Roderick, and John GowMachias
ton-East
School
High
to
as
far
t. rehearse with the benefit of properties.
Of the Russian Easter. First is deevening of Thursday. April 25. The story initiate to associate membership Colonel
en. The evening 'migrant committee has
The plan of the set is unusual, and the west as the Stephens-Rumford High of "The Blue Light"
picted the religious ceremonial, with
is based on an old Frank Lowe. The ceremony was conas its chairman George Cobb with Luscheme is one that inspires much fa- School, and as far north as the Caribou legend of the Italian Dolomites. The ducted
its
ritual and chants, reminiscent of
Saturday
evening.
April
13.
at
the
cinda Ripley, I.eslie Illutchings, Robert
v,rable comment from those who have High School to as far south as the Scar- Italian Tyrol makes a beautiful setting Penobscot
the ancient prophecy and gospel narValley Country Club, by ComSchoppe. and Thomas Houghton. Roger
born-South
Portland
High
School,
will
seen it.
rative. This is followed by the rifor the picture in which most of the pany Commander Leonard Hunt assisted
Clapp, instructor in horticulture, is superrepresented by 139 pupils. The schools
be
With Dorothy Sawyer. a senior and
otous merrymaking, a heritage of
actors are peasants who have had little by First 1.ieut. A. II. Galbraith, and the
vising the lllll ming emu:inner. Professor
range in size from Steuben High with
three year member of the Masque; Kay
pagan times.
contact with the outside world.
members of "D" Company, Scabbard and
Stanley NVallace is aiding in the afternoon
hut
two teachers and forty pupils to the
lloctor, memorable star of "Candlelight";
The story concerns itself with the fan- Blade. Aiming those who participated in, Sprague
Romance in 11-flat program and Dr. George Sniall.is helpBangor
High
School
with
its
sixty
teachAgnes Crowley, another veteran who
. Hungarian Dances ing with the evening program. Elizatastic blue light which lures young men to and witnessed the ceremony were Major Brahm,
made such favorable impressions by her ers and twelve hundred and twenty-five their fate. The only person who has been Oliver. Nlajor Eberle, Major
Nos. I, 2, 3, 5,0, and 7
beth Philbrisdc heads the publicity comStewart,
performances in "Councillor at Law" and pupils.
Adelliert Wells Sprague, Conductor
able to go to this strange blue light and Captain Phinney, and Lieut. Sweatt,
mittee with James Sanborn, John Gowell,
For the first time in the thirty-three come back alive is the heroine, Junta. Inspector for First Corps
"The Late Christopher Bean"; and TheoThe Bangor Symphliny Orchestra com- and John Sealey as assistants.
Area.
4 re Wood. dynamic attorney in "Council- years during which the University of played by Leni Riefenstahl. She takes
Cohinel Lowe is Commandant of the plete, with this concert its thirty-ninth
Maine Day will start at 8:30 Wednes1..r at Law," all being members of the cast. Maine has sponsored these contests, and the part of a solitary gypsy girl who lives
303rd Field Artillery and National Presi- season, having been founded in 1(4%. It day miming when it is expected that the
the Junior %%leek play promises to be one as a result of a combination of develop- among the crags. She is considered a dent
is
a
'mu-cm
mm'
institution dedicated entire student issly
of the Reserve Officers' Association.
will turn out and parthe best productions the Masque has ments, such as the tremendous growth witch because the blue light has no power He is a
well-known figure in Washing- to civic and cultural service. Its per- ticipate in a strenuous effort to beautify
for some time. Along with these which the past five years has witnessed in over her. and is being chased by the vil- ton
s),nnel
consists
of
professional musicians, the campus. Many students
and has done a great deal in reta' g
have already
sca-oned performers, Celia Cohen, the connection with the contests, until they lagers, when the young artist hero falls and
improving the condition of the Re- asis-ational musicians who are engaged in stated on blanks the projects they prefer
mother in "Beyond the Horizon"; Wil- now constitute a major university affair. in love with her.
other
professional
and
business
pursuits,
serve Units.
to work On. Following is a complete list
l!am VanGundy, the man who had the a luncheon at which Mr. D. NV. Morris,
and students. hi its ranks are alunmi of
One night while following her over the
I if these projects:
After the initiation Cidonel Lowe gave
waiter's part in "Candlelight" and who Maine's debate coach, is to preside, will dangerous cliffs, he discovers the source
many colleges and universities. Ten of
a short informal talk 1,11 the work which
1. Recreational walk along river bank
proved to be especially popular; and John be given the visitors by the administra- of the Blue Light is a deposit of crystals
the members are University of Maine
the Reserve Officers' Association and
( North Ilall to Heating Plant).
Clark, a freshman who has had consid- tion at Memorial Gymnasium. Friday of great value. Upon returning, he notialumni. Six students at present enrolled
Scabbard and Blade are doing and ex2. Recreatiiinal walk thrinigh it.
erable experience in dramatics before cu- noon. at which short speeches will he de- fies the villagers, and the gypsy girl in
in the University are members. Profespressed the desire that further enlargePlantation (Continuation of No. 1).
nning here; are lending able support to livered by President Hauck, Dean Hart, her despair at not finding the blue light,
ment and improvement of Reserve Units sor Sprague has served as 1:4 ll1(111(11,r since
3. Screening University dump (plantthe Masque veterans.
Dean Corbett, Dr. Small, and represen- slips off the crags and is killed.
1920.
may be the result.
ing ).
The photography of this film is adThe orchestra possesses a large library
The cast has been faithful and conscien- tatives of various campus student organ4. Lawn making on neglected area east
Following
the
initiation
a
formal
dance
of standard works. both classic and rindtious during the period of rehearsals, and izations, such as the Student Senate. the mirably done. The story cannot give a
of Merrill Hall.
for the guests and numbers of Scabbard
ern. Besides giving concerts, the organProf. Bailey, director of the play, expects All-Maine Women, the Owls, and the good idea of the exquisite workmanship and
5. Planting trees about University
Blade was enjoyed.
ization owns and operates Symphony
"Another Language" to be one of the Eagles. in addition to the visiting stu- and beauty which the film portrays. It
barns.
Earlier in the evening Colonel and Mrs. House, a unique enterprise
most finished productions of the year. dents, the adults who accompany them was made almost entirely out of doors and
which is Ban6. Planting shrubs about University
Lowe were guests of honor at a dinner gor's music center.
In this building, barns.
This drama was selected by the Execu- will be preoent at the luncheon and also Si) is worthwhile to see because of the
given
by
the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity. which is a renuidelled c(ilonial mansion,
tive Committee of the Masque after all the deans of this University. The ob- authentic scenic beauty. The dialogue is
7. Path from Print Shop to Memorial
Major and Mrs. Oliver, Major and Mrs. are located besides the
orchestra itself, Gynmasium.
•' Joan" was believed to be an um- ject of the luncheon, in the words of Mr. in three different languages, and the proEberle,
and
Major
and
Morris,
sill be to "give a spirit of soli- duction as a whole is among the finest of ,
Mrs. Stewart nearly all id the permanent active musical
attempt at this time.
8. Planting trees along road
east
%% ere lii mg the gue-.t 1 dinner.
darity and unity to the contests, provid- the year.
institutions of Bang4ir, including the Banedge of campus.
ing the delegates from all over the state a
g,,r Band, the Northern Conservatory of
9. Planting shrubs along niad on east
chance to meet and eat together."
Music, and the Musi, Department of the
edge of campus.
Bangor
Public Library. The house ;fThe following figures listing the partici10. Cleaning and raking campus lawns
• 4-ds facilities and has equipment for leepants in these contests for the past five
(girls only I.
!lire and recital service. One of the valyears indicate the tremendous growth in
II. Cleaning up debris and burning
Dr. Small Is Chairman of Seventh their importance:
uable pieces of crptipment i• a modern pipe
brush in it,platUeal Plantation.
Men, Women Delegates in Meeting Five European Countries Were
Annual Affair; Three
organ.
33 pupils
1931
16 schools
12. Clearing new athletic field.
Tuesday Evening in
Represented by Student
Colleges Here
1932
24 "
53 "
Rogers Hall
13. Clearing and burning brush, north
Club Members
32
1933
83 "
of Athletic
c see enth annual EnglIsh Convention
1934
41
At a meeting of the International RelaNominations for parts in the sen111
14. Fixing parking areas.
the Maine colleges will be held on Fri139
1935
5'
15. Path to girls' field house (girls
ior Commencement exercises were tions Club held Thursday, April II, in the
day. April 19. Members from the EngThe speaking contests are to be of four made jointly by the Student Senate M.C.A. building, the subject, "Is GerAy).
lish departments of Bates. Colby and
•
16. NV"rk projects at the fraternity
11,wdoin will he present. In the morning, types: (1) Extemporaneous Speaking, and representatives of the Women's many Justified in Breaking the Versailles Stein Song Composer To Attend
Treaty?" was discussed The five couna reception will he held at President I 2 i Declamation, (3 I Humorous ReadFraternity's Anniversary
17. Staining girls' field house.
.Reading. The win- Student Government Tuesday night' tries most directly concerned in GerHawk's house at 10:30 am.: following ing. and i4) Serious
Banquet
many's
recent
chairman-,
action
the
under
in creating an army
ners of first and second places in these in Rogers Hall,
18. Planting about girls' field house.
that, a discussion period until noon.
were represented as follows: Germany,
Lincoln Colcord, who wrote the words
19. Foundation planting at Maples.
four contests will receive prizes respec- ship of Carl Whitman.
eding discussion, three 10 minute
James Birchard; France, Leon Levitan; to the Maine Stein Song, will speak at
tively of $7.50 and $3.00 each.
29.
Planting native trees and shrubs
will be presented. Among the
Those nominated for valedictorian are: Italy, Philip Pendell;
and Russia, Wil- the 50th Anniversary Banquet of Kappa in Botanical Plantation.
In the afternoon. Friday, 12 separate
• 7, are : Professor Carl G. Weber,
M. Goddard. R. Thorne. R. Harding. J. liam Jones.
Sigma fraternity at the chapter house
21. Repairing equipment in Wingate
,lby. on "When a New Planet preliminary contests will be held simul- Willey, R. Libby, J. Sanborn, and C. V1/4 asThese students in their discussion Saturday night. Colcord was a member I Hall.
taneously, of which students of this uni- •...." This will be a brief report
gatt.
brought forth the varying attitudes of the of the class of 1906 at this University and
versity will take complete charge. Five
22. Cleaning and overhauling equip•e•ting the students' ability to think
Nominated for historian: L. Ripley, S. nations they represented in regard to the a member of Kappa Sigma.
students will conduct each separate conment in chemistry department.
"emselves. Professor Robert G.
Hancock, B. Wilhelm, M. Otis, L. Pack- question being considered. Germany felt,
Colcord has spent much of his life on! 23. Repair and general work in Cros, 'man, of Bates, will speak on "The test, one to serve as chairman, two as ard. J. Marsh. and C. Honer.
inasmuch as the other nations had not ful- the sea. He was born
timekeepers, and three as judges. All of
at sea while round- by Laboratory.
•..al Tricks of the Trade." ProNominated to write oration: S. Benja- filled their obligation to reduce their ing the Horn and sailed
24. Cleaning up attic in Lord Hall.
the judges will be students who have had
several years as a
- Robert Coffin, of Bowdoin, will
experience and training in the particular min, D. Stewart, C. Bottume, G. Cobb, armaments, that Germany, too. did not youth with his father who owned a large
25. Planting in woodlot area east of
"New Honors Work in English."
need to fulfill the provision forbidding it sailing ship.
types of speaking to be judged. Seventeen W. Bearce, E. Black. and \V. Hoyt.
campus.
,:leon will be served at 12:10 in students will serve as study supervisors
Nominated to write poem: J. Brown, to have an army. As soon as Germany
26. Improving tennis courts.
During the war, Colcord was war corI Hall. Returning to the Presi- over the participants in the extemporane- J. Willey. H. Whitman. E. Collins, R. had an army sufficient for defense, it
27. Improvements at ski jump.
respondent for the Philadelphia Ledger.
house in the afternoon, there will ous speaking contest. The remaining Wooster, K. Sparrow. and L. Blacking- would re-enter the League of Nations
28. Improvements on ski path on
He interviewed President Wilson while
! o-ussion on a number of topics inpowerful enough to bargain effectively for correspondent and was a close friend
students in charge of the contests will be ton.
of Standpipe Hill.
the desirability of sectionizing occupied with miscellaneous tasks.
Nominated to write ode: M. Church, its rights and the rights of other coun- Colonel House. Since the war he was on
29. Constructing hammer and discus
's according to ability in large
The pupils winning the preliminary B. Warner. H. Blake. R. Wadleigh, B. tries whose problems were being left un- the staff of the magazine Today for some ring.
. the background of students in
solved by France's attempt to maintain time.
30 Establishing backstop at new basecontests will compete in the final contests Grey, R. Lewis, and W. White.
to reading, religion, and culture, to he held jointly but judged separately
Colcord is nationally famous for his ball field.
Nominated to write prophecy: .A. Sis- its status quo through the I.eague of Na! courses for English students who
31. Painting orchard tool house.
in the Little Theatre at 730 p.m. The al, V. Colson. C. Lachance. M. Young. P. tion&
novels of the sea.
• Intend to pursue the subject as a
France, Italy, and Russia wished to
The afternoon of Maine Day will be
finals will be judged by adults.
In recent years Lincoln Colcord has
Johnson, R. Wallace, C. Roche, W. Hal• the radio in college education,
pine, C. Whitman. E. Collins, K. Kimball. form an iron ring about Germany. Eng- been living at his home jnu Searsport, given over to competitive sports in which
! les in college textbooks. desiraGeorge F. How, assistant professor of W. Pratt, K. Black. and M. .MacBride.
land feared this would produce mire ill Maine, and lecturing frequently through- students of all classes and the faculty will
courses in literature, and a biog- Agricultural Economics at the University,
enter. The program has been arranged
Nominated to present gifts: J. Walker, fel::;11g 111 Germany and only lead to war out the state.
o.urse in verse writing as well as will speak at 1:30, Saturday afternoon.
so that onlookers may see everything and
D. Sawyer, R. Todd, E. Rowe. J. Chase, rather than prevent it. England wished,
lniques of teaching.
April 27, before the Penobscot Pomona V. Trundy, A. Crowley. C. Ingraham, D. rather, some treaty to which Germany
Bruno Golobski has been appoint- miss nothing. It is as follows;
,rge Small, of the University of Grange in Stillwater. He will speak on Greene. B. Cole. R. Captain. T. Butler, F. might be a signatory, feeling that only if ed treasurer of the class of 1936 Women's Competition
1:30-2:00
all nations. including Germany, were par- due to the ineligibility of Arthur Men's Competition
!c the chairman. Each year the "The Dairy Situation in Maine." This Morong. and P. Frott.
2:00-2:45
ties to a treaty whose purpose was to Roberts, the present treasurer. Go- Faculty Competition
•
meets in rotation at one of the was announced Tuesday by Dean Arthur
2:45-3:15
Merton Sumner visited his home in preserve the peace in Europe, would its lobski was defeated in the elections I reshman- Sophomore Mass
'cges. Approximately 30 people L Deering, Dean of the College of AgriRock:and over the week-end.
purpose succeed.
culture.
;wed to be present.
(Costumed os Page Five)
in the fall.

ENGLISH CONVENTION
WILL BE HELD FRIDAY
•

Luncheon for Visitors
Will Be Held
Friday

TYROL DRAMA, NOTED ;SCABBARD AND BLADE
FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, TO INITIATES COL. LOWE
BE SHOWN AT STRAND AT SATURDAY MEETING

'CANDIDATES CHOSEN
INTERNATIONALISTS IN
FOR '35 HONOR PARTS VERSAILLES DISCUSSION
•

Lincoln Colcord Will Be
Speaker At Kappa Sigma

r

r
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(Campus CORRESPONDENCE

year (The correspondence colasnas of The Campus
Published Thursdays during the college
Maio*. are open to the public on pertinent subjects.
by the students of the University et
and letters •re welcomed. All letters should
be signed with the author's real um*, but a
u name will be used In publication of the
,.. petn
..
Mullen.30
E
Burton
Th• Ideas stated in these
Editor in-Chief
r is desired.
lames O. Day, '34'
columns an not necessarily those of The canAssociate Editor
Ernest Saunders, Jr.. '36 pus and should set be se considered The ediManaging Editor
tor reserves the right to withhold any letter
i
er a part of any letter
--...—.
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illett k,wl•nds. •37
•abeth Philbrook, '36 Editor of the Campus,
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Margaret (i Sewall. '36
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Josephine
Edwin Costrell, Ruth Goodwin,
Jane
Pronto. Jane Stillman, Bettina Sullivan,
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MarCurrie, Mildred Dauphine, Max Fitch.
McMullen,
Alice
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T.
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Sharr-n, iLirbara
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James 3.4. Haggett, '36
Advertising Manager
'34
Clarke,
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George
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There has been a great deal of active campaigning in support of the
new feature to he called Maine Day,
to be instituted on this campus the
first day (if the month of May. And
there has, on the other hand, been no
active opposition. This situation is
not due to a lack of opposition, but
to the fact that students at the University of Maine are so constituted
that as a whole they prefer acceptance and resignation to opposition
which will involve both energy and
a stating of principles.

Maine Day: is not in itself inherently undesirable, except as it involves a certain attitude of mind
which we had thought was left behind in the grade school custom of
Arbor Day. No doubt the campus
needs beautification, and the logical
beautifiers are the student laxly. But
may we have recourse to the old but
A Few "If's"
If those students who are talkingl sturdy argument that it is not the
so much about how little work they thing itself, but the principle inwill do on Maine Day would convert volved, that matters? Maine Day.
half their vocal energy into physical it may be said with assurance, is
energy • in May 1. they would save rather the product of a small section
of the student body, than the great
themselves a lot of wear and tear.
mass, and as such it does not repreare
who
students
If those same
strenuously criticizing Maine Day sent either the desires or the ideas
would give it a break and wait until of the average run of students.
Yours in all liberality,
May I ti see what it is all about, they
Two Co-eds
might be surprised.
Address all business correspondence to the
Business Manager; all other correspondence
to the Editor•in•Chief.
Entered as second-class matter at the postoffice, Orono, Maine.
Subscription: VA a year.
Printed at the University Press,
Orono, Maine.
Office on the third floor of the M. C. A.
Building. Tel. Extension 51

If a few students would familiarize themselves with some of the most
bask characteristics of a gentleman,
it would be much more pleasant for
the rest of the student body.
If the student organizations would
forget that they are political organizations, they might accomplish something.
If the general attitude of the student body and the faculty were more
intelligent and liberal, everyone
Yvould be a lot happier.
If barn-storming faculty lecturers
could give a few of their lectures
locally for the benefit of students, it
would be appreciated.
If local pacifists were as tolerant
of militarists as local militarists are
of pacifists, Campus reporters would
have to do a lot more work than they
do now.
If students could cultivate their
conversational talents in the classroom rather than their hearing, there
would be more educated students
and fewer Dean's List students.
If human nature could ever be different. the above items would be
different.
M.C.A. DELEGATION AT
RELIGIOUS CONFERENCE
The Maine Christian Association IS gAnizing a delegation to the annual New

NO EPISCOPAL SERVICE
PLANNED HERE EASTER
The usual Episcopal Services will not
be held at the M.C.A. Building Easter
Day, because the students will want to
attend worship more appropriate to the
day. The Episcopal Chaplain calls the
of students to the following serat
vices at St. James' Church, Old Town,
7:00, 9:00, and 10:30, and at St. John's,
Bangor. 8!00 and 10:45.

CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Church
Eastur Sunday
Easter Sunday will be observed at Fellowship Church with the following program at III :30 a.111.
Special music—Violin and piano: Romaine. Bach; Pastorale. Boisdeffre; Adoration, lit wowski ; anthem. "At the Sepulchre." Nevin; baritone solo, "The Conqueror, Ci Noshes.
The choir: Mrs. I.. II. Merrill, Mrs.
Mabel Harrison, Bettina Sullivan. Jane
Elizabeth Chase. Mrs. Margaret Stigler. Mrs. Jithn Gliiver, Mrs. Maurice Jones. Marie Smith. Nlargaret Steinmetz. Nlerle Bragdi in, John Mouw, Kenneth Frost, Mr. Cecil Fielder, Mr. John
Klein. Mr. Charles Crossland. Director
and oiloist, N!r. William J. Cupp. Violinist, NI r'. Gordon Noyes. Pianist,
Stella Powers.
Dr. Sharpe's theme will be: -Our Easter Faith."
The Young People's Club will meet at
the Manse at 0:30 p.m. The feature of
the evening will be a talk by Mrs. Mayme
Muilenburg. Subject, "Glimpses of Holland." Illustrated with stereopticon pictures. .N11 young people are welcome.
•

England Student Conference on Religion
to be held at Camp Becket in the Berkshire Hills of Massachusetts front June
10-18. This conference has been held for
about 50 years and draws a large number
if leading students Isom representative
institutions throughout New England.
Its purpose is the consideration of religion in terms of the thinking of college
men, and the program is arranged to cover
both the platform and the appreciation of
the Christian faith. The leaders include
a number of the most distinguished interpreters of religion in this country, this
year's group including Dr. Ernest Fremont Tittle, of Evanston, Illinois; Dr.
Henry P. VanDusen. Dean of Union Seminary, New York City; Sherwood Eddy.
world traveler, writer. lecturer, authority
on international affairs; Dr. George Stewart. of Stamford, C01111., leader in the Student Christian Movement, and others
especially qualified to deal with both the
individual and the social aspects of Christianity.

MAINE IS WINNER IN
TWO OF FIVE DEBATES
In the first decision debates of the year.
Maine won Uric and lost one in two debates with Connecticut State University.
The results of two debates with Boston
University were the same, one and one.
The one debate held with Boston College
at Boston, Maine lost.

Three Clubs Hear President Hauck
In Lecture on Hawaiian Islands
An exhibition of western books is fea-

In The Library

Talk of the Campus
By Carl Bottume
This spring weather is sending this department into the old fashioned April quivers, and if anyone should doubt this they
should be around here just now and watch
us nu-mning over our typewriters, and gazing out the windows for some inspiration.
But the inspiration we get from the budding trees is not the kind that sends our
fingers running over the keys. It is in a
situation like this that any sort of work
slightly disturbs us. In the next room
Martin Scrivener is busy reeling off his
latest and his energy sends us into a
dither.
From all accounts, sections of this campus hardly consider us to be human beings
and would no doubt be surprised to know
about the number of classes we've cut this
week, the rides we've had these nice evenings in somebody's borrowed car, and
those four o'clock sodas in the bookstore.
And wouldn't they be surprised to know
that Mr. Scrivener, that inhuman brute
without an ounce of milk in his veins, is
at this moment telling one of the most
amusing dirty jokes that we've heard
this season. Some day we're going to
surprise everybody and throw our typewriters out the window, break our chains
that bind us to these desks, and race about
this campus causing an unheard of amount
of scandal. Then that will give Brother
.Ns You Like It something to write about.
From the looks of him as he just came in
with his pipe and that Sherlock Holmes
sniff and peer, he evidently thinks the
campus inhabitants to be just as dead and
tmenergized by this spring weather as
they think us to be.
But Spring isn't here yet—not quite at
least. We'll know it's really here when
we see those men about with those long
wires that look like the center poles of
umbrellas picking up papers. When you
think that all winter the wrappers from
Ilershey bars and Whoopee Pies thrown
from greedy hands to scatter over the
snow have caught against those sagging
rest Slit.w-fences, and that countless leaves
from newspapers, crib notes, letters that
we got in the morning and brought to class
to read and threw away in disgust, have
piled up there to be precipitated by the
melting snow on the green pride of our
campus, we must look forward in the
spring to SOM.' sort of a clean up. Well,
nothing yet. Not a sign. Those fellows
aren't out there yet making the lawn presentable for our visiting fathers and
!Blithers in June. They aren't taking those
enviable short cuts over the lawns yet,
wandering about like sheep cropping grass
and spearing with wires those papers that
occupied us for some scampering moment
sometime this past winter. But soon they
will be there, keeping quietly to themselves, talking. going each their own -ay
after some escaping leaf, continuing their
oinversatii in for a mitment when their
paths cross again. We'll soon see them
and then we'll know it's Spring dm good.
•

tured this week at the library.
By Jane Stillman
Twenty-two new books, a list of which
appears below, have been placed in circuCampus Star Reporter
1-46in.
President Hauck lectured on Hawaii at
They are:
a joint meeting of the Forestry, AgriculAccepted Dental Remedies. 617.6 Ac23
ture and Home Economics Clubs on
Bidou. Henry. Chopin. 780.92 C45b
Thursday, April 11, at 7 o'clock in the
Bogert, L. J. Nutrition and Physical
Little Theatre of Alumni Hall.
Fitness. 2d ed. 641.1 B634a
President Hauck was introduced by
Brueckner, 1. J. Diagnostic and Remedial Dean Deering, who expressed the appreTeaching in Arithmetic. 371.351 B832
ciation of the audience that President
Cescinsky, Herbert. English Furniture Hauck was able to be present.
"In 1893," said President Hauck, "the
from Gothic to Sheraton. 645.4 C338
Islands became a republic after
Hawaiian
Thousatzd
Public
Cooper, C. R. Ten
a revolution. But in five years they were
Enemies. 364 C785
under
Cowell, Henry. American Composers on annexed to the United States
Cleveland. They were annexed readily
American Music, 780.973 C839
because the Spanish War was in progress
Engel, Carl. Discords Mingled. 780.4
and they were desirable as a naval base.
En34
However, the islands are not in possesGibbon, John M. Magic of Melody.
sion of the United States government.
780.881 G353
Their governor is appointed by the PresiGraustein, NV. C. Differential Geometry. dent but they elect all other officials.
516.6 G779
"The Hawaiian islat Is are 2100 miles
Haslund-Christensen, Hennig. Tents in from San Francisco. Theo are the meltMongolia, Adventures and Experiences ing pot of races, white, yellow and brown.
Among the orientals ate Filipinos, KoAmong the Nomads of Central Asia.
reans, Chinese and Japanese. There are
'915.17 14275
also Porto Ricans who have recently' arHowe, Mrs. Marie (Jenney). George
Sand: the Search for Love. 843.82 XH rived. The Japanese are among the largest racial group. The Japanese emperors
Mason. D. G. The Chamber Music of
originally formed treaties with the HaBrahms. 785.7 B731m
Mason, D. G. Tune in America; a Study waiian kings. There is also a fine mixed
of Our Coming Musical Independence. race of Chinese and native Hawaiians,
many of whom hold responsible positions
780.973 M38It
Morton, R. L. Teaching Arithmetic in the in the government.
When asked about the nationality of
Primary Grades. 371.351 M846
the teachers, President Hauck said that
O'Connell, C. The Victor Book of the
"in the private schools, they are mainly
Symphony. 785.11 0c5
Robinson, D. S. Political Ethics; an Ap- Caucasians. There are also Japanese
and Chinese teachers. Football is played
plication of Ethical Principles to
over there, too. A member of the BarePolitical Relations. 320.1 R562
foot League, who could kick seventy-five
Stevers, M. D. Sea Lanes; Man's Conyards, was partly Hawaiian. He played
quest of the Ocean. 387.5 St47
against Oregon State and New York UniSaminsky, I.azare. Music of Our Day;
Essentials and Prophecies. 780.9 Sa46 versity a few years ago."
"Scientific agriculture is developed to
Scherchen, Hermann. Handbook of Cona remarkable extent," continued President
ducting. 781.6325 Sch28
Hauck. "This is essential, economically,
Terry, Charles S. Bach's Orchestra.
to the Hawaiians, for they otherwise could
781.632 B122t
Vallas, Leon. Claude Debussy: Ilis Life not compete with Cuba and the Filipines.
Scientists work at research stations to
and Works. 780.92 D354v
find out preventions for the diseases of
pineapples and sugar cane, and how to
SIX ARE INITIATED INTO
LOCAL SPANISH CLUB develop disease-resisting plants. Insect

The Circulo Espanol held its initiation
on Tuesday, April 9, in North Stevens.
Those initiated were as follows: Cora
Sharon '38, Robert MacLaren '37, Clarissa Grant '36. Kenneth Johnston '35, Robert Hussey '38, Mildred Sawyer '37.
Following the initiation, Robert MacLaren gave an interesting talk in English
of the trip he made to Central America,
Porto Rico and the West Indies while
working his way on a steamer. A short
talk followed by each of the other new
initiates in Spanish. A one act play
"Afortunado El Medico," or "The Unfortunate Doctor." was given. Elinor
Gowan '35, was the coach and the players
were: Hope Wing '37, Joseph Mullen
7 STUDENTS PLEDGED
'36, and George Hitchings '37. Mrs. DeTO FORESTRY FRAT lyte Morris was a guest, and Dr. Peterson and Miss .Nrnold also attended.
Otie senior and six juniors have been
selected for membership in Xi Sigma Pi,
THEATRE GLAMOUR WAS
natiimal himorary forestry fraternity, acTOPIC OF BRICKER TALK
cording to an announcement made Friday
morning by Richard Captain, president
At the regular meeting of the Women's
of Gamma chapter at this University. The Forum in lialentine parlor last Wednesnew pledges are Omar Chase Pease '35. day, Mr. Herschel Bricker, of the PubHarold Boardman '36, Gordon Heath '36, lic Speaking department, spoke on "TheaGeorge H. Northup '36, Alton Prince '36, tre Glamour." lie gave several readings
Fred Everett Winch '36, and Charles from current plays to illustrate his talk.
Woelfel '36.
The Forum plans to have a series of
Students taking the forestry course are meetings dealing with various phases of
elected to Xi Sigma Pi on the basis of the theatre.
After a general discussion, tea was
high schtilastic standing, achievement in
served.
outside activities. and c11:11-3,-ter.

Methodist Episcopal Church

METALLURGY

Easter Day
7.00 an. Our Wesley Foundation cooperates in the Sunrice Service conducted
by the United Student Christian Forces
at Maine, at the Park along the Stillwater,
near the Sigma Chi house.
10:30 a.m. Morning W.,rship with sermon by the minister, "A Feasible Resurrection."
7:00 p.m. The Evening Assembly in the
Church Auditorium. The adult vested
choir, augmented for the occasion, will
present Stainer's "The Crufixion." This
will be a union service—The Orono Methodist Episcopal Church, The Old Town
Methodist Episcopal Church, The Stillwater Federated Church participating. A
welcome is extended to all.
Gsod Frday will be observed in the
Orono Churches by a Candlelight Com11111111(,11 Service held
at the Methodist
Episcopal hutch at 7:30 p.m. This is a
Unitql pert Be and all people are cordial!).
invited. 'The speaker, Cecil G. Fielder,
Organist, Professor Harry Smith. Special
tillksiC. John De Long, violinist, Evelyn
Adroosce, accompanist.
The Communion—administered by the
ministers.

ODAY WE WILL TAKE UP THE DIVISIONS OF
METALLURGY — CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL
TREATMENT OF THE ORE

Donald W. Brown '36 was elected president of Theta Chi fraternity at a meeting
held April 8. Edward Backer was elected
vice-president. Frank Peaslee, secretary,
John Bennett, treasurer, and Thomas
Johnson, chaplain.

pests are their natural enemies. Brown
sugar is the largest export."
President Hauck added that "The Hawaiian Islands have the feeling of international friendship which accepts a person as an individual and not as one .4
race. Governor Farrington, a graduate
of the University of Maine, wants us tc,
think of the islands as the friendly outpcot
of a friendly nation."
Two movie reels of the islands were
projected while the president told about
them. They showed the pineapples growing in the fields and the stages they go
through before being put into cans.
Scenes of cane cutting were shown.
President Hauck said that "like the roast
pig story, it was once discovered that tilong leaves of the cane stalks could bc
burned off, thus making the harvesting a
much simpler proposition."
Panorama of the Hawaiian coast revealed long beaches bordered with pain,
trees and hills in the distance. There is
always rain in these hills which is necessary for the cane plantations. The climate is equitable; 59 degrees is the coldest and 86 degrees is the hottest."
Glimpses of Honolulu gave local color.
There were policemen directing traffic
under umbrellas placed on stands to kee:
the sun, and trolley's as well. Inland
the :ropical vegetation is very dense.
There are great waterfalls. The crater
of an active volcano was shown. Apparently the Hawoiians do not fear the
volcanic activity but rather anticipate the
interest it causes. The Hawaiian islands
are primarily of volcanic formation.
A native Hawaiian had his picture tak
en weaving the plaited mats front rushes
and also making the poi bread which with
fish is their staple diet. Two example,
of the "hoola" dance were shown. This
was originally' a religious dance but was
popularized for the tourists.
Musical selections after the lecture wen
given by Gertrude Titcomb, accompanies.
by Edith Hill, Margaret Homer sang
accompanied by Robert Parker, and thi
three Buckaroos gave an entertaining selection of popular songs dressed in hill
hilly outfits. After the entertainment
refreshments were served in the Alumin
gynmasium.

CARD PARTY REPLACES
LOCAL A.C.S. SECTION
M.C.A. VODVIL NIGHT
WILL MEET SATURDAY
Instead of the usual Vodvil Nite and
On Saturday evening, April 20, at 8
Dance sponsored annually by the Maine o'clock there will be a meeting of tin
Christian Association there will be an in- Maine Section of the American Chemical
Society in Aubert Hall. Mr. NV. M.
novation this year in the form of a pubScott. of Gustavus J. Esselen, Inc., Boslic card party, to be held in the Alumni ton, Mass., will talk on "Color: Its measHall gymnasium on Saturday evening, urement and specification." Mr. Scott
April 27. Tables will be provided for the has written several papers on color and
various games imw popular, and there will will talk about subjects such as the pracbe excellent prizes. This is open not only tical matching and recimding of colors,
to students and faculty but to the general later developments in the use of the photopublic. The committee will announce full electric cell, etc.
particulars next week.
All those interested are urged to attend.
F. T. Martin, Secretary
The last of a series of teas will be held
in Miss Ring's office next Monday at 4:00.
Dr. Sharpe will be there to lead a discifssion on "Religion as an Appreciation:
TUFTS COLLEGE
This is a fourth of a short series of diReligion
Oil
sponsored
by
the
Y
cussions
enjoyed by all who attend. The first or
was led by Dr. Sharpe who spoke
('Fries a four-year course leading to the
degree of Doctor of Dental Medicine to
"Phases of Religious Experience"; tlo
candidates who present credentials showing
second by Dean Muilenburg. "Religion a
two years of college work. including six
semester hours in each of the following
:
Truth": and at the third Mrs. Mari,
subjects— English. Si. logy and PbVsirs—
and twelve semester hours in Chemistry
Bradshaw spoke on "Religion as Conduct.
— Inorganic and Organic. The School is
These have been very worth while and
co-educational.
any women students wishing to attend are
For Ira., infneroratkni addrelte!
Plots AIM M. M4RJF11101.4, D.M.D., Drew
invited to do so.
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appearance in I he Late Christopher Bean- Ved, tot me, the onlyy,
dark spot on his dramatic career
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dad his part in that drama better
than anyone else could have done
it. In -Beyond The Horizon- he
was so gentle, so professional, so
generally good. that I wished his
part had been a bigger one.
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please. I shall be disappointed.
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THEATRE TALK
By Martin Scrivener

waiting in tense anticipation for • well as the student body. The
, ouple of boys to decide whether jolly little God of Love shot an
their affections will go to Beth arrow into the French department.
:salmi and Geneva Epstein, or and lust guess whom it hit?
We see that the prototype of whether the boys will give Geor• * •
Eugene aNeits -Hairy Ape' got gia and Fra a break.
Warning: To all those whom
a scholarship for something or
it
may
concern—Xumni Hall is
other. Could it possibly be asRuth Harding seems to be serilocked
at
sunset. P. S. No Trestronomy?
ously interested in the ministry.
passing signs have not as yet been
4 * 5. *
put up on the farm road and river
frank Nlorong was all prepared
\l‘ hy is it that Joe Ilamlin has bank.
to take a lair one to the scabbard to Ma) in and study or the like

The evolution of •'Another
Language- from its creation to its
subsequent publication and production is an interesting maneu•
vet, and shows what hardships
arid what trials the characters behind the scenes experience in theii
attempt to please and satisfy the
and blade formal at the P.
ticket holders. All is not the
When the lad arrived at her
hackneyed bed of roses that you
name, it seems that she had dismight imagine it to be. The glaappealed two days previous, and
mour of the stage is shaded, and at
no one knew where she had gone
times completely hidden, by the
—least ot all Frank.
unhappiness, the squalor, the suf - SCHOLARSHIPS WERE
*
feting, that is felt by those who
AWARDED RECENTLY
Marie Archer apparently has
‘\ iuiers 'i aeriatautical scholarship
also serve.
OJAI shot the arrow straight to the mark
$oSt
tattle
of
with
a
total
:04:trtis
4 • 4 •
N ...rt. announced I,N tile National Commit- because we see her and Mac in
Rose Franken. I understand, is tee of tbe Sixth Annual . E. Bot.itig the corridors, in the car, and when
Zschulaimitips Mt, r tt,meting in f taklatal
Mother Nature gives us warmer
of Jewish extraction. When she on April 4 to
tiler e—ats recer‘ed
wiote -Another Language,- it from undergr situate .t uelvitt, of collect ••• weather we expect to see them—
concerned the intimate life of a arid universities
the United your guess is as good as ours where
Jewish family. She attempted in :•itates and Canada.
the couple may be found.
We
vain to have her work recognized. The winners were: Charles C,ilbeet wonder what the New Hampshire
Publisher after publisher was in- Sperry, University of Caliloinia, Berke- siren will be doing for the spring
ley, California. and Richard II. Jacobs,
terviewed, but no one appeared to University of
house party.
Itlitinesota.
inneapolis.
4 4 *
be interested, or if they were, they st innesota.
didn't dare chance publication of
First Award represents a complete
Boothby and Benjamin were in
the creation. Perhaps for the Boeing Airline l'ilot Course, consisting
254) hour.* of flying instruction and boston some time ago, and ten
it
reason that the appeal wasn't
371)5 hours of lecture, shop and pilots' minutes before they left the town
great enough, since the play dealt seminar, with
a tuition value of $5810.011. they discovered the first good
with a Jewish family, and yet, The winner of Second Award receives
looking waitress they had seen
-Ile Green Pastures- concerned the Boeing Airline. Technician Cour.,
during the entire sojourn there.
a group that was definitely in the and Amateur Pilot COUT,C. emlwjth iii
4 5. *
minority. I don't pretend to at- 1260 hours of lecture and shop work and
25 hours of flying, which has a tuition
tempt to understand the attitude
Is it possible to buy or find a
value of s1000.00.
of an editor, but the fact remains
Boeing School of Aeronautic. bad.at Hearst newspaper on this camthe -Another Language- was not approved certificate from the IN:part , pus?
mem of Commerce, is approved by the
accepted.
State I hipartment of Eiliteation for
• •
Georgia Fuller and Fra King
CI is

The playwright took her play
home and changed the names of
the characters. Heretofore they
had been typically Jewish, and
now she changed them n to Hallam.
Next she changed her name to
ranken. With no other revisions made in the manuscript, she
now tried the same publishers.
When the play was eventually produced it proved to be as popular
as any of that season. That was
in 1932. Since that time a movie
has been made from the play, and
it has been a favorite with the
smaller professional groups and
with amateurs.
• • 4 •

framing high school instructors in aeronautics. It i. recognized by leaders in
the aviaf
industry as heing one of the
country's foriani it! aeri
1C:11 qC11,

I think that Kay lioctor is apparently doing the best work of
any member of the cast. That is
piobably natural because undoubtedly she is the best actress
in the group. Miss I lo -tor obviously feels and senses what she
is supposed to do, and then she
goes complacently about the process of doing it. For my part. at
least, I feel cheated that she isn't
Stella. Even in class plays, and
that division of the local drama
i‘ never all that could be asked
to r in theatrical entertainment,
Maw Hoctor stands on the pinnacle of dramatic technique while
the remainder of the cast usually
"sallow about down in the gulch.
Theodore Wood can usually be
counted on to please. In -Counselor At Law" and -Beyond The
Horizon- he gave as good per-

Dave Brown no longer goes by
the nickname of -Tenor.- Since
his trips to Old Town and Bangor.
our leading journalist is now
known as "Cutie.- It seems that
he made a hit with the ladies of
aforementioned boroughs More
power to you, Scoop.

when Joe t_trady comes to town.
tin
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and included in
oleic tour of colorful spots the
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dusky maidens
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Zaid
pursued
a trio of
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who

like pale-

and

barely es-

caped born their clutches, except
i...evenson who gut scalped.

Or

can that really be a haircut, Levy?
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Send them subscriptions to

Did you know that I lope Wing
is one of

the

best

little

talkers on the campus.

baby-

Oh boy,
INDEPENDENT PAPER

you can Just see Galbraith quiver
all over with masculinity when she

turns on the femininity.
4 4 • •
The red haired siren who is
between
Phi Gam
(Paul) Wilson and A. T. O. Barstow can be seen these days sunning herself upon Balentine's
steps in the afternoon, getting a

largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England

vacillating

tan ready for summer exposure.
*

*

The (Play college paper in the Last that presents news by radio

Listen to the Maine Carritus radio broadcast every Friday
at 7:45 o'clock over W11.117.
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IS THIS FACT
IMPORTANT TO You.

"CAMELS ARE MADE FROM FINER, MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
TURKISH AND
DOMESTIC—THAN ANY OTHER POPULAR
BRAND."
(SIGNED) R.J.REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
winsToN4ALIA, NORTH CAROLINA

ENERGY! An
tor gives his experince: ''The enjoyable
ay of easing Strain
1: smoking Cans-ti,"
s Ray Baker.
"Canal,bring back my
'pep.' and I can tackle
the nett big story with
renewed energy"

SO MILD! mi.
Margaret Nichols, expert woman reporter,
says: "Camels are a
smoother smoke. They
have a mild flavor—
delicate and
pleasingt
different
from
any other cigarette.
Camels taste better!"

marriage

than the other Hallams, and she
caused more than a little consternation by her foreign attitude.
Stella spoke another language.
I he drama is a truthful one, not
glimmering with its wit, but astute in its perspective and honest
in its conclusions. The Hallams
are an ordinary family, and when
viewed in the proper light, the ordinary can be more interesting
than the strange.

The Old Town Halloo Boy is
being attentive to a certain post
graduate lassie who lives at North
Hall.

are on the verge of an emotional
We understand that Spring is
collapse because of the strain they
itself felt in the faculty as
making
have been going through while

Ihe family in -Another Language- is a middle-class one, commonplace and dull, but it was
completely dominated by the matriarchal mother. The three older sons had married women that
fitted well into the scheme of Mrs.
I lallam, but Victor, the youngest,
had been more fortunate, or untortunate, as you may think.
stella, Victor's wife, had a much
different conception of

3

FLAVOR! -camp'a have
a griiat taste—rich and
pleaaing." says Berman .I..
Lamkin, linotype operator.
"I've smoked them for many
years. I can smoke as steadily aas I want to, and Camels
don't ever are/A my nerves"

HEALTHY NERVES!
I., Robinson. sports writer.
says: "I've been smoking
Camels ever since they were
poi on the market. I smoke
at least two packs of Camels
a 'lay. They never interfere
with my nerves

VALUE!

"Camels are made from costlier toli.teroot
ThPy're it.. roil 'extrl value cigarette," nay• I' I C
ace new.-photographer, who often uses fast
airplane., to r..t "front pace picture,'" for a great New
York pew,paper. "I'm loyal to Camels." Pickwoad continues. "Th. y
go much richer and smoother —
never f,, 7,'e your nerves, f have smoked Camels for
years and I, ino, would 'walk a mile for • camel."

0HS
K. J Reynolds
?Ob. C.
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To distress...
I bring comfort

•

Ti

I give you the mildest smoke,the best-tasting
smoke. You wonder W'hat makes me different. For one thing, it's center !eaves. I spurn
the little, sticky, top leaves co bitter to the
taste. I scorn the coarse bottom leaves, so
harsh and unappetizing. I do not irritate your
throat. 1 bring comfort. I am the best of friends.

The owl
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Competition

Maine Debating Teams
Scabbard and Blade held a formal dance
Will Clash at Bangor

.3:3) at the Penobscot Valley Country Club,

Freshman-Sophomore Baseball
Game
.......
3:45
The women's competition will consist
of clas teams competing in donkey dodge
ball, water carrying race, and a race in
which a volley ball is carried between the
knees.

Two det,ati14: tcains, both to ‘..,11.,ist ol
Saturday evening, following an initiation
“tidents of the University of Maine, will
service for Colonel Frank Lowe, National
meet in a debate to be held before the
President of the Reserve Officers' As, 411v girls from the Junior class are eligible for this honor.
Queen
City Grange, of Bangor, on May 4.
sociation; Colonel and Mrs. I.owe were
allots not properly marked will be destroyed. All ballots propguests of honor. Major and Mrs. Oliver, A week later, two Maine teams will debate
,!iv marked should be in the hands of the committee before
Ill'ursday night, May 2, at 6:00 p.m.
Major and Mrs. Eberle, and Major and at the Dexter Grange at Dexter. In the
The Committee
The men's competition will also consist Mrs. Stewart were patrons and patron- near future dual debates with Colby are
to be held.
of class teams competing in donkey dodge esses.
Mr. Morris, Maine's debating coach, anAbout
forty
couples
danced
to
the
• pointed captains. The captains will choose
music
their men, and all men will be eligible of Al 'al's Colonials. Refreshments of nounces further that Maine will participate
except those excluded by the coaches for strawberry shortcake and coffee were in the intercollegiate tournament to be
served at intermission.
held at Rhode Island on May IS. 16, and
athletic reasons.
Since the beginning of the
The
committee
consisted of Joseph Gal- 17. This tournament is to be held beThere will be six faculty teams of 10
University five changes in the
men whose captains are President Hauck, braith, chairman. Philip Snow, Arthur tween New England colleges. The form
systems of grading have ocDean Cloke, Dean Corbett, Dean Deering, Roberts. Maxim Dowd, and Charles Dex- of debate in the tournament is to be unique.
There will be only one-man teams and
curred. First, the percentage
Dean I.utes, and Dean Muilenburg. Deans ter.
the speaker may he interrupted and
t]t 125,000 students in schools
system was used; then in 1894,
Cloke, Deering and Muilenburg will
heckled
by his opponent at any point in
MRS.
SWEETMAN
MAKING
1.:liout the country left their classthe number system was adopchoose men from their respective colleges,
his speech. This type of debate will also
STUDY
OF
ADVERTISMENTS
and
the
remaining
. :ast Friday at 11 a.m, in response
three
teams
will be
ted. A rank of 1, 2, or 3
be employed in the debates before the Banchosen from all other eligible faculty men.
•ill for a one hour strike against war.
meant that the student had
Mrs. Sweetman, of the Home Econom- gor and Dexter granges.
struck.
Compara25,000
The races will not be too strenuous but ics department, is cooperating in a study
• .• y ear but
passed, but a rank of 4 meant
there will be plenty of competition in- on the evaluation of educational material
few disorders attended the strike,
P. H. Glover, City Engineer of Banotherwise.
In
1896 there was
there was a good deal of egg
volved.
published by various food manufacturers. gor, will give a talk on "Problems of the
a return to the percentage sysinnig and jeering at the University of
A burlesque opera of Shakespeare's This study is under the auspices of the City Engineer" to the University of Maine
tem. But in 1897, a new sys"Julius Caesar" entitled "The Lamentable American Home Economics Association Civil Club at a meeting of that organizatem was adopted that was
:argest number to strike at any one
Tragedy of Julius Caesar" will be pre- and is financed as a part of their program tion tonight in 14 Wingate Hall at 7:00
sented by the faculty in the evening. The for the protection of the consumer. It is
urn :rsity was 3,000 at Columbia. At
rather involved. In this sysdialogue will be set to popular melodies. intended to weed out the misleading adverPrinceton, Norman Thomas, prominent
tem, 50 was considered as pertising bulletins of large food manufactur..kr'crican socialist and an alumnus of
The cast is as follows:
fect rank for a one hourcourse,
B'nai B'rith Minstrel Show
Princeton, addressed 700 strikers and asCaesar
President Arthur A. Hauck ers.
100 for a two hour course, 150
and DANCE
serted that the immediate danger to AmerCassius
Dean James Muilenburg
Miss Jessie McQueen, Home Service
Orono Town Hall
for a three hour course, and
ican peace lay in the Far East.
Casca
Dean Paul Cloke
Director of the American Gas Company,
Thursday, April 25
so on. It must have been
Trebonius
Professor Albert Einstein published an
(not as yet cast)
recently spoke before the Home Economics
Benefit Orono Athletic Assn.
Lepidus
article the day of the strike in the Daily
Charles E. Crossland seniors on the possibilities
much more pleasant to fail
of a business voAdmission 35#
l'rincetoniati in which he declared his apOctavius
Theron A. Sparrow cation open to them.
with a rank of 500 than with
Mark Anthony
proval of the interest he observed AmeriJames Moreland
the 4 of the old system.
Brutus
Dean Lamert S. Corbett
can students taking in world peace. Four
senators endorsed the strike, and numerPortia
Benjamin C. Kent
In 1909, the present system
ous prominent individuals. In many
Calpurnia
Harley R. Willard
of grading by letters was startSPECIAL
SPECIAL
Soothsayer
sch. Is the administrations actively supDean Olin S. Lutes
ed and has been the rule ever
Pindarus
red the students in their strike.
James A. Gannett
since, although it sometimes
Cato
A MATCH KING LIGHTER
Charles P. Weston
N,,t only war but also fascism, Huey
seems
that present-day rankers
The committee directing the opera conLiig, Coughlin, and a number of other
With
sists of Dr. George Small, George F.
learned their alphabet starting
individuals and movements were deDow, and Warren H. Bliss. The orchesEvery 50c Pipe
nounced in the be-bannered demonstrations
at C.
tra will be directed by Dr. Elmer R.
strikers held on their respective campuses.
Hitchner. Professor Carl E. Otto is in
Many strikers adopted various resolucharge of the scenery.
tions and pledges to the effect that they
In the evening there will also be stunts
would not support the country in the event EIGHT COUPLES AT
by the four student classes.
On the Campus
THETA CHI VIC PARTY
oi another war.
Maine Day will wind up with a dance
Professor and Mrs. F. E. Nfelder acted which is being given by the faculty in
BETTY SULLIVAN IS
as chaperons at a Theta Chi vie party the Memorial Gymnasium. The dance is
CHI OMEGA PREXY
last Saturday night, attended by eight free and the entire university is expected
Officers were elected recently for the couples.
to attend.
Chi Omega sorority. They are: presiLeave your Mother's Day Candy Order
Those present were Eleanor Wyman
dent. Betty Sullivan; vice-president, and Herschel O'Connell, Helen Lewis CHI OMEGA HOLDS
Frances King; secretary, Ethel Bingle: and Philip Gregory, Audrey Bishop and
SPRING INITIATION
treasurer, Madeline Frazier; grand mas- Philip Peterson, Elizabeth Ashby and
The spring initiation of the Chi Omega
ter, Winifred Coburn; co-rushing cap- Warren Baldwin, Barbara Bertels and
sorority was held on Sunday. April 14.
!air, Carol Stevens and Jane Sullivan; Thomas Johnson, Elizabeth Philbrook
The following pledges were initiated:
cha;,!,:r correspondent, Jane Stillman; and Carl Ingraham, Ellen Hodgkins and
Betty Dill '37, of Bangor; Muriel Pers”clal chairman, Georgia Fuller, assistant, Raymond Dunlevy, Helene Cousins and
SCHRAFFTS—APOLLO
kins '37, of Ogunquit ; Carol Stevens '37.
1.1.,ri Thy Nutt; vocations, Alice Camp- John Bennett.
of Bath; Phyllis Dimitre '37, of Calais;
bell; personnel, Gladys Colwell.
1-5 lb. boxes-600 up
Lucy Cobb '38, of Belfast; Betty DrumPI BETA PHI SERVICES
mond
'38,
of
Orono;
Mary
Deering
'38,
PHI MU INFORMAL
FOR THREE INITIATES of Orono.

Signed (Name withheld)

FARNSWORTH'S CAFE

FRESHMAN BANQUET
IS SATURDAY NIGHT
The freshman class banquet will be held
•aturday night at 6:30 in the Memorial
tivninasium. Guests will be President and
Mrs. Arthur Hauck and the Senior Skulls.
Toastmaster will be John Gowen, class
president, and Professors Moreland and
Iluddilston will be the speakers.
The banquet will be followed by entertainment and dancing to the music of
Willard Crane's Maine Bears. Chaperons are Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Wallace
and Major and Mrs. Sidney Eberle. The
committee in charge of the banquet is
Alice Collins, Fred Sturgis, Betty Drummond, Phil Rogers, and Wallace Gleason.

OR0N
Thurs., April 18

"VANESSA" HER LOVE
STORY
with
Robert Montgomery and Helen
Hayes
Fri., April 19
EXTRA SPECIAL FOR
TO-DAY ONLY
Charles Dickens'

"THE MYSTERY OF
EDWIN DROOD"
with
Claude Rains, Douglass Montgomery and Heather Angel
This is a Universal picture—first
showing in this part of Maine
Sat., April 20
Another special production by
Metro

"SEQUOIA"
with
Jean Parker and all star cast
Excellent entertainment for entire
family
Mon., April 22
l'uiversal presents another clever
picture

"NOTORIOUS GENTLEMAN"
with
Charles Bickford, Helen Vinson
and Onslow Stevens
Tues., April 23
Metro presents

"SOCIETY DOCTOR"
with
Chester Morris, Virginia Bruce
and Robert Taylor
A fast moving, comedy-drama
thrills—action
Wed., April 24
Another big hit for two for one nite
two complete shows at 7 and 9

"RUGGLES OF RED GAP"

HELD AT BANGOR

The Phi Mu informal was held Saturday evening, April 13, at Maccabee Hall,
Itarczor, Leo Leiberman's Band furnished
the music. Those on the committee were
Margaret Young and Charlotte Davis.
Professor and Mrs. Jordan and Mrs. Hart
were chaperons.

The Pi Beta Phi pledge service was
held April 11, at the M.C.A. building.
The initiates were Marian Hilton, Carolyn Hanscombe and Estelle Blanchard.
Betty Jordan conducted the service.
Thomas Crozier spent the week-end in
Milo visiting friends.

Order
EASTER FLOWERS
Early
"Art In Flo:,•-rs"

'Brockway's
FLOWER SHOPPE
15 Central St.

Bangor

Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About

YO0 HOO!
SURPRISED?
That's the way a newcomer feels
when he comes into our store for the
first time. So many things he can
use and wants to own that he can't
quite believe at first that there is
such a store in ORONO. But we
ARE here, and here to serve you.
Only one thing to remember—if it's
HARDWARE, PLUMBING,
HOUSE WARES or HOME
GOODS, PARK'S has it!

Send them subscriptions to

PARK'S
Hardware and Variety
31-37 Mill St., Orono

Q711r tibiae Tatum
MOTHER'S DAY IS
MAY 12th
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England

Place Your Advance Order
Now for
WHITMAN'S
MOTHER'S DAY CANDY

The only college paper in the East that presents 'UV'S by radio

NICHOLS'
Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday

DRUG STORE
Orono

W

hen the alisent-miniiril week-end guest
barges into your iialitrolitti h,v iii-take, don't
bean him with a bar ol
ve his
erniparras-nielit .111.1 vf run-. I f,tieentrating
on an Ohl Gild,ss Ili le
lho I.- tactfully
away. Great little comforters, these 0.Gs!

We pack and ship it for you

AT TRYING TIMES ....TRY A Smooth OLD GOLD

TEE MAINE C MUM!!

available date. In conjunction with
the l'rep School meet, the M.'
expects to sponsor the
track championships
ee1
PencilCouty
have been formerly held in Old
he u ueieated freshman tracts team Ail
Town. These two interscholastic ('lien its spring outdoor schedule this meets slit inlet make June 1 one of urday when it plays host to the cinderi.
the most interesting of the season. of Deering High. Deering has one of its

FROSH TRACK TEAM TO
OPEN OUTDOOR SEASON

Help Make

MCBRIDE BACK AT LETTERS ARE AWARDED Maine Golfers Prime
SHORTSTOP POSITION BY ATHLETIC BOARD For catrenuous Sea
son
Hitting Brings Sanborn
Behind Plate
Again

FREESE'S

good at fielding and pitching but is
plenty dangerous with the willow.
It doesn't look so good for Colby's
opponents but then again the Black

Bears often work better under pressure and delight in knocking the favorite oil the perch.
••••••
Coach Kenyon has been working
with the frosh baseball candidates
for little over two weeks hut several
serious obstacles have prevented hiln
Itom going as fast with the aspirants
as he deems necessary to construct
a well-balanced team. Outfield candidates have not been called out to
date and the frosh mentor has had
time to look over and coach but few
if the men as an unusually
large
squad of infielders, around till. arc

MEN'S SHOPS
The horn.- of famous lines!
Freese's Men's Shops—the
largest
store within a hundred miles
is the exclusive home in
Bangor
and vicinity of such widely
known
lines as Arrow Shirts, Hart
Schaffner & Marx and Middis
hade Suits,
McGregor Sportswear,
Phoenix
Hosiery, Munsing Underwear,
and
others.

You don't have to climb
a flagpole as high as Jack's
beanstalk to find Out
walk into any one of
the 769,340 places in this
country where cigarettes are
sold and say—

repo irting daily.
.1 he Prep School track meet
will
be spiinsored as usual by the M.A.
A.

according to Ted Curtis but the date
has been pushed ahead to June
I
as iither meets make this the
only

Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old Country French staff.
Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate. Advanced. Certificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sightseeing, sports. etc.

New "Esquire"

Fee tisk).

Board and Tuition.
fun, Z.7•Aut 1. Write for
itell.
1 sr to Secretary,
Residential
Summer School.

2-PANT SUITS

McGILL UNI‘'FRSITY
MONTREAL, CAN

AT,

DENTISTRY
A Pluto e$ l'rerxxiine .11iledii
College \len find in it uninoial
opportunit,es (or I career

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

DENTAL SCHOOL
compreept roars• of prepareelos Sr
the cleeTel prMarea.41- A "OM,
or,m.
ragalagril
LIMOVII
1111414, 0.111.0.111 0..
Deft IL 11111 14.11reedAn..114en. DAM

Ii 14 estimated that there are this day
7(0.310 places in this country where
hesterfields are on mle all the time.

A Success

At the meeting of the Atii:enc
last Friday 17 varsity "M's" were awarded to the indoor trackmen. Those receiving the varsity "M" were: Ken Black, Ernest Black. Bill Hunnewell. Harry Saunders. Maurice Goddard. Robert \Vishart.
Joel Marsh, Robert DeWick, Jim O'Connor. Charlie Leavitt, Don Huff, John Murray. Harold Webb, Ken Ireland. Vin
Hathorne, Alton Bell, and George Frame.
Roy Monroe was awarded a manager's
letter and Norman Carlisle and George
Mader the AMA.

With the approach of spring,
future
will champions have dug out
their
,
usual strong teams but the yearlings boast
and are preparing to engage in
what
a:
pears on paper to be a very
Requirements for earning a minor one of the best track aggregations in years
strenu.
and show every indication of going through
schedu
With
letter
in
le. These golfers are encoun
the
tenni
abrupt
were
s
decid
ness
upon
ed
charac
by
that
terize
s
the year undefeated.
By Ray Galley
teri z
all his decisions, Coach Brice has suddenthe M.A.A. last Friday along with
several serious obstacles against
Among the outstanding Pale Blue runmath
The Pale Blue diamond crew the specifications of the letter. The ners who are
play. The M.A.A. gives no
expected to show up well in ly shifted Sanborn back into the first team
financial su;ipries the lid off its baseball schedule varsity players will stand a good Saturday's meet are Shea, Pettingill, F. lineup and sent MacBride into the shortport to this sport, and the golfers
are
stop position. The reason for this action
ing
Smith.
Dow,
it quite expensive to pay the green
and
Bottch
chanc
er
e
in
of
winni
the
ng
dashes:
a letter as three
this Saturday when it opposes the
Hurwitz and Dean in the 440; Haggett. is the good seickwork that Sanborn has
required on the public courses.
Colby Mules in Waterville. Al- ways of winning one have been anFuller, Troland, and D. Smith in the 880; shown, while Marshall, formerly at shortThose interested recently
organized a
though it will lx. but an exhibition nounced. They are as follows: a Cain, Waddington. 1Visha
stop, was notably weak with the willow.
Five members of the University rifle golf club
rt. A. Smith.
which will attempt to solve
the
game. Maine will enter the fray te- player must win two intercollegiate and Hersey in the mile run; and Gowell. In the present lineup there are six men team who attained the highest aggregate problems. The
officers of this club are:
who bat from the portside. At least four scores for the season in rifle team competi- president, Walte
cidedly the underdog for several rea- singles; or three intercollegiate Smart and Kelley in the hurdles.
r Emerson; vice-pre
si sons. One of the principal reasons doubles: or one single and two In the field events Haggett and Smart of these six are sure starters. Behind the tion were awarded RMT letters at the dent. Hubert Wilbur; and secretary-treasmeetin
g
hat
of
the Athletic Board last Fri- urer, Hack
is the veteran Sanborn who is a leftare
the
yearlin
doubl
Wilson. The club has
es. This gives all players an
g's best bet in the high
for favoring Colby is the jump they
obday. They are: John Miniutti, Sam Swa- tained
jump; Shea, Kelley, Dow, and Sherry in handed hitter. Woodbury and Walton
the On no Country Club
course for
got on the Stein Songers in getting equal chance of winning their letter
sey,
Merto
n
comple
Sumne
te
r,
Robert Older, and use in practicing. The
the infield with Bell, Keegan,
the broad jump; and Hardison in the pole
scheduled matches
Henderson and Braly battling for the out- Everett Mack.
out into the great outdoors as Colby while still calling for play of a var- vault. A galaxy of stars
will be played on the P.V.C.C.
should win many
course.
sity
field
calibe
r.
posts.
Braley
has recently attracted
has been practicing outside for some
points for the class of '38 in the field
This course has been donated for
RAIN
hom e
SPOI
LS
PLANS FOR
events. Rogers, Ireland, Drake. Harvey, considerable attention because of his hitmembers. There are some twenty
time while the Black Bear candidates
POR
stuTLA
ND
NET
PRAC
ting
and
TICE
base
runnin
g
ability.
P.S. In my last column there was? and Kelley look good to win places
have been spending part of their
in the
Eight members of the varsity tennis dents who have already signed up for the
The
probab
shot
tryout
le
put
starti
s.
and
The
great
a
ng
discus
pitche
six team members will
deal of clumsy writing and ,
; Gleason, Hamor.
r is the vet- squad and Coach George Small
time dodging other teammates,
be
spent the chosen
Rogers, and Ireland in the hammer; and eran Hoyt who has displayed excellent past week-end
, probably on the basis of
in Portland with the obqualifyavoiding crashing into iron girders, I was asked by a friend to translate : Sherry, Kelley
form
in
ing
practic
rounds
e.
If
Hoyt
played
.
lives
Dow,
as soon as the course is
up to pre- ject of practicing on the asphalt courts
and Botcher in
in
season dope. he is due for a very succes
and entangling themselves from the some of it for him. Well, I don't! the javelin.
s- that city. As it rained all day Saturday fit. Notable among those who signed up
want
to
be
impar
tial
ful
but it would be!
season.
net.
the team was unable to get outdoors to are Hutchins, Emerson, Cobb, Nivison,
impossible for the writer to make! The intramural indoor baseball season The game Saturday with
Colby should practice. The team returned Sunday af- Babbidge, and Wilbur.
will finish tonight with the winners of the show Brice
a good deal about his team. ter visiting various places in
'I'lw outfielders went outside for a the. writing more intelligible, so for
and around SUNR
Phi Kappa vs. Phi Gam and Theta Chi The Colby
ISE SERVICES TO
team is made up entirely of Portland.
short time last Monday and their those who wish it. a translation will, vs. Phi Eta games
which took place last the veterans of last year's champi
BE
HELD EASTER MORN
onship
The men making the trip: Edward Perhopes were high of continuing there. be provided. Egad.
evening, meeting for the intramural title. team. The
infield, composed of Sheehan kins. Ralph
•
Wadle
There
igh.
will be a Sunrise Service at
Clayton Cronkite,
But the rain Tuesday and snow
The season began April 3 and 15 games at first, Geer at second, Lemieux
the
at short Darrel
‘Vednesday turned the practice field Easter will be observed at the Univer- have been played since. As a team was and Sawyer at third, is one of the best Hoope Currie, I.eslie Brookes, John Park opposite the Sigma Chi house at
r,
Parke
r
7:00
Frost,
on
Easter
Kenne
th Johnmorning. This will be a
and other grounds they have been sity Vesper Service in the Little Theatre, beaten it was eliminated from the series college infields in this section. The out- stone, and Coach Small.
union meeting of young
people in the
using into miniature swimming at 4:15 next Sunday afternoon. In addi- while the winner went on to meet other field is made up of Ross, Ray Farnham,
Orono churches and of all
winner
s.
students who
and
either
Peabo
tion
to
the
dy
usual
or
service of worship there
Al Farnham, acpools. !Perhaps the diamond hopewish to attend. There will be
music and
During the season, Phi Kappa defeated cording to whether or not Peabody pitches. tour through the New England States a short addres
will be an extensive program of special
fuls should take up the aquatic art
s, the speaker to be annext
Wedne
A.
Farnh
sday,
Tau
am and Peabody are slated for
Ep ; Delta Tau defeated Kappa Sig;
April 24. The schedule nounced. The
music, including numbers by a string en- ,
committee in charge of
and have a try at wresting the water
regular twirling duties with Artie Brown for this year includes games with Brown,
Phi Eta defeated Sigma Nu; Phi Kap
arrangements are Spurgeon
desemble, the singing of Mozart's "Ave
Benjamin,
Rhode Island, and Boston College.
monopoly frinn our friend the Polar
handling the backstopping.
feated Alpha Gamma Rho; Phi Gam
All Beth Gifford, Edith Hill,
deVerum" and Cesar Er.anck's "Psalm CL" feated
Dr. Sharp, Rev.
.N.T.O.; Phi Eta defeated Oak
Bear.
If the Maine team can hurdle this bar- three of these teams are of excellent cal- Herman Bedew, arid
Miss Ring.
ibre, and they should provide plenty
by the University 1:11..M1s, under the di- Hall; Tau Ep defeated Phi
Kappa Sig; rier, it will be a distinct feather in their
of
opposi
tion
for
Theta
an
rection
Chi defeated Ileta (forfeit) ; A.T.O. cap. At least, Fred Brice
inexperienced and unof Lawrence Mann. and a soprano
Besides mere facility difficulties,
will have an proven
Maine outfit. As a rule, every
defeated Phi Mu Delta (forfeit); Phi excellent chance to watch
his charges in player
there is another feature of the com- solo. "I Know That My Redeemer Livmaking this trip is given a chance
Kap defeated Lambda Chi; Dorm A
de- action against real competition.
ing baseball season. Eddie km nindy eth" froin Handers "Messiah," by Miss feated S.A.E.; Sigma
in at least ime game. and Coach
Nu defeated Dorm
Brice
The
varsity baseball nine will meet the bases
his selections for the regular nine
is fielding the same team that won Bettina Sullivan.
it; and Phi Gam defeated Sigma Chi.
first of three opvments on their annual
on their performances during this
the state title last year with the extrip.

ception of their star pitcher, Peabody. But latest reports emanating
from the Mule's training stables
bring the cheerful news that the Colby hurling staff is not only as gooel
as last year but maybe better. Two
of the outstanding moundsmen arc
Al Earn= and Ralph Pealxxly, both
win mum have had much previous
experience. Pealxxly, brother of
Colby's ace of last year, is not only

Maine Day

They're designed the way we know
college men like them. and they're
exclusive with us. Styles like you'll
find on the Yale. Harvard or
Princeton c.ampus. S PORTS
BACKS in bi-swing. Shirred yoke
and Clark Gable models. CHECKS
and PLAIDS and plenty of blended
grays and brown.

The Exclusive Home in
Bangor of Hart Schaffner
& Marx Clothes
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